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The September epsilon Perseids in 2013

Štefan Gajdoš 1, Juraj Tóth 1, Leonard Kornoš 1, Jakub Koukal 2, and Roman Piffl 2

An unexpected high activity (outburst) of the meteor shower September epsilon Perseids (SPE) was observed
on 2013 September 9/10. The similar event occurred in 2008. We analysed SPE meteors observed in a frame
of the European stations network (EDMONd) and collected in the video meteor orbits database EDMOND.
Also, we compared two AMOS all-sky video observations of SPE meteors, performed at the Astronomical and
Geophysical Observatory in Modra (AGO) and Arborétum in Tesárske Mlyňany (ARBO) stations of the Slovak
Video Meteor Network (SVMN). We obtained activity profiles of the 2013 SPE outburst during four hours
around its maximum. Along with SPE activity profiles binned at 10 minutes for single-station meteors, we
gained orbital characteristics of SPE meteors observed during the outburst, as well as a mean orbits of the SPE
meteor stream in interval 2001–2012. The SPE outburst was confirmed by radio forward-scatter observations
as well. The obtained observational results might be the starting point for modeling and explanation of SPE
outbursts.
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1 Introduction – SPE overview

The September epsilon Perseids meteor shower (SPE,
IAU MDC code 208) has a quite long and interesting
history. The name was applied for the first time by
Denning (1882) who noticed displays of SPE in obser-
vations performed on 1869–1880. Hoffmeister (1948)
described the SPE by radiant position with coordinates
at RA = 53◦, DEC = +41◦. Drummond (1982) estab-
lished a new meteor shower – the Delta Aurigids (DAU)
active mainly in October – one century after Denning.
For a long time, discrepancies were present due to mis-
leading timing of the DAU activity. Recently, Rend-
tel (1993) searched the IMO database of visual meteors
for radiants in area of Perseus and Auriga constella-
tions. He found two separate sources of meteors active
in September and October. Rendtel’s analyses clarified
the correct periods of activity of the two subsequent
meteor showers, also. In the meantime, the SPE were
misleadingly attributed as an early appearance of the
DAU. The September Perseids are thought active from
September 7 to 23 with the maximum on September 12,
whilst the DAU are active in the period September 29
– October 18 (Jenniskens, 2006). No source gives ZHR
of SPE meteor shower, and no outbursts are mentioned
in previous history of September Perseids (Jenniskens,
2006). Besides, SonotaCo (2009) identified September-
Perseids meteor shower distinctly through 109 SPE me-
teors (Table 3 therein), with radiant coordinates as pre-
sented in the summary Table 5. Designations as Xi
Perseids, September Perseids, September (beta) Per-
seids and September (epsilon) Perseids are to be found
throughout literature.

The SPE were found in the IAU MDC database of
precise photographic meteor orbits. Terentjeva (1989)
used the name Xi Perseids in her list of 78 bolide me-
teor showers, for the SPE shower. By using the D-
criterion (Southworth & Hawkins, 1963) Porubčan &
Gavajdová (1994) found SPE bolides in the IAU MDC
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database of 3518 meteor orbits. Ten years later, Gajdoš
& Porubčan (2005) found September Perseids meteors
in the extended and homogenized database of 4581 or-
bits.

An outburst of mostly bright September Perseid me-
teors (SPE) occurred on 2008 September 9. Jenniskens
et al. (2008) and other observers (Cooke, 2008; Her-
genrother, 2008) reported the outburst with the peak
at 8h20m ± 20m UT (solar longitude λ⊙ = 166 .◦9). At
the Astronomical and Geophysical Observatory (AGO)
in Modra, we covered three full nights in the period of
2008 September 6 – 9. We concentrated on detection, as
well as confirmation of a rising activity of the shower.
We confirmed that neither outburst nor higher activ-
ity of SPE meteors started before 3h20m UT, on 2008
September 9, hence we constrained a start of the four-
hour-long SPE outburst (Gajdoš et al., 2008). A sum-
mary of all above mentioned data along with our new
results, presented in this work, are shown in Table 5.

2 Observation of the 2013 outburst of
the SPE

In this work, we present an analysis of meteor observa-
tions performed by TV/video stations of the European
network EDMONd - European viDeo Meteor Observa-
tion Network (Kornoš et al., 2013) on 2013 September
9/10. Technical details and operation rules of individual
local networks or stations can be found on web-pages of
local operators. The EDMONd is a continuously grow-
ing network in spread, with coverage from the East to
the West Europe. The densest net of TV meteor sta-
tions range across the Central-to-South European re-
gion. “Extremes” span from UK in the West to the
Eastern Ukraine (Figure 1). The EDMONd is oper-
ated with various video systems, indeed with individual
technical (PC/OS, lenses, detector, intensifier, detec-
tion and analysing software, sensitivity, field of view)
and observational characteristics. Nontheless, the ob-
servations are comparable and complementary at the
same time.

EDMONd network observations with cooperation
and data sharing resulted to a creation of the database
of meteor orbits EDMOND – European viDeo MeteOr
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Figure 1 – EDMONd observing sites distribution and multi-
station SPE meteors recorded during the night of 2013
September 9/10.

Figure 2 – Total counts of SPE meteors observed by ED-
MONd stations during the whole night of 2013 September
9/10 – a diagram showing the contribution of local nets.

Database (Kornoš et al., 2014). The database contains
more than 1.6 million single-station meteors and 83 369
reliable multi-station meteor orbits. Altogether eight
local nets with acceptable weather conditions took part
in observations the night 2013 September 9/10. An
overview of the EDMONd operation, and counts of ob-
served SPE meteors during the 2013 SPE outburst, is
shown in the pie-chart (Figure 2).

2.1 SPE activity profile from all-sky ob-
servations

The all-sky observations of the SPE outburst were per-
formed by video systems AMOS at the AGO in Modra
and Arborétum in Tesárske Mlyňany (ARBO) on 2013
September 9/10. The system AMOS is described by
Zigo at al. (2013) and is able to capture meteors down
to visual magnitude +3.5m. Two stations performed
observation over the whole night and we captured the
whole display of the SPE outburst.

At the AGO we captured 60 SPE meteors between
21h UT (on September 9) and 01h UT (on Septem-

Table 1 – Counts and ratios of SPE meteors recorded at the
AGO and ARBO stations, also number of double-station
SPE meteors.

Interval of 4-hours Station Station Double-station
on 2013 Sep 9/10 AGO ARBO SPE meteors
Number of SPEs 60 42 33

Common SPEs ratio 55% 79% –

ber 10). In the same time span, 42 SPE meteors were
recorded at the ARBO station. At both stations, 33
SPE meteors were simultaneously detected (Table 1).
Considering negligible interference by clouds, the differ-
ent counts of detected SPE meteors by one third (the
same ratio is valid for overall detected meteors, includ-
ing non-SPE meteors, for the whole night) can be ac-
counted for instrumental difference and local sky condi-
tions of the two stations. Nevertheless, we tried to find
out profiles of SPE activity over four hours around its
maximum, for both stations separately, and to compare
them.

The numbers of SPE meteors binned in 10 minutes
intervals were corrected for radiant elevation for both
stations. Other corrections were not applied. Histo-
grams (Figure 3) depict the SPE activity behaviour.
The diagrams are apparently the same in profile at both
stations, with only small deviations caused by different
SPE meteor counts. We tried a binning in shifted in-
tervals (5 or 10 minutes) but no significant differences
occur and the resulting histograms are almost identical.

The SPE outburst began suddenly with a steep in-
crease in meteor frequency, with the first display at
about 21h30m UT. It continued with a broader max-
imum phase with a first peak at about 22h05m UT ±10
minutes, followed by some decrease (gap) of SPE ac-
tivity, before its next peak at about 22h40m UT ±10
minutes. Afterwards, the SPE activity fell to a smooth
level, with a frequency similar to the usual SPE max-
ima in recent years (ZHR 1 to 3 meteors). The broader
maximum (with two separated peaks) began and ended
with strict “edges”. The main phase ended at the last
little peak at about 23h05m UT ±10 minutes. Accord-
ing to our records, the maximum (the outburst) lasted
no more than two hours.

Single-station SPE radiants for both stations were
determined by Gajdoš & Tóth (2013). Here, we only
report the mean SPE radiant with coordinates at RA =
47 .◦4 ± 0 .◦1, DEC = +39 .◦5 ± 0 .◦1 for solar longitude
λ⊙ = 167 .◦2. Individual values are in Table 5. However,
radiants derived from multi-station meteor orbits are
more reliable and correct. Thus we calculated radiants
of SPE orbits based on EDMOND data. The results
are presented in Chapter 2.3.

2.2 SPE 2013 activity profile from ED-
MOND

All single-station SPE meteors detected by EDMONd
from the evening at Ukrainian stations on 2013 Septem-
ber 9 to the morning at UK stations on 2013 September
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Figure 3 – Number of SPE meteors detected at AGO (left) and ARBO (right) stations binned in 10-min intervals.

Figure 4 – Counts of EDMOND single-station SPE meteors in smoothed 2-min bins, with three SPE maximum peaks
(left), and 10-min bins histogram (right).

Figure 5 – Absolute magnitude distribution of SPE meteors
during outburst 2013.

10, are included in Figure 4, with binning 2 and 10 min-
utes, respectively. The diagrams reveal a detailed SPE
activity over half a day and are consistent with all-sky
data.

The only feature which should be resolved in com-
parison with all-sky data (Figure 3) is a more popu-
lated second peak of a broader “plateau” of the maxi-
mum. We assume that it simply reflects the number of

video stations in operation across Europe at this time.
This could multiply counts of meteors, as one meteor
trail can be captured by more stations simultaneously,
and so, multiple single-station records of one meteor
are present in the EDMOND database (e.g. mid 2012
version contained 11% of multiple records). The situa-
tion can be emphasized by presence of brighter meteors
which are also detectable (even though at small eleva-
tion) at distant stations. This could happen with a
prevalence of bigger dust particles (= brighter meteors)
in the SPE stream. Such a behaviour with mostly bright
meteors was noticed Jenniskens (2008; 2013) in the SPE
outburst in 2008, and also after the 2013 outburst. In
the EDMOND data we can recognize an occurrence of
meteors with visual magnitude mostly in range from
+2m to −4m during the 2013 SPE outburst, but no
dimmer. But the lower visual magnitude value (+2m)
is also an instrumental limit for most video stations of
the EDMONd network. The absolute magnitude dis-
tribution of SPE meteors during the 2013 outburst is
shown in Figure 5.

2.3 SPE activity profile from radio for-
ward scatter observations

The single-station (including all-sky) video observations
described above gave an activity profile of SPE mete-
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Table 2 – Technical parameters and maintenance data of contributing forward-scatter stations.

Name/station City State Location Antenna Az El Freq. Receiver Software
SMRST Vsetín CZE 17 .◦996 E 49 .◦204 N X-Beam 80 10 49.75 AOR 8000 HROFFT
E. Stomeo, AAV Venezia ITA 12 .◦374 E 45 .◦417 N Yagi 6 el 294 30 143.05 Yaesu FT817 HROFFT
G. de Wilde Dessel BEL 5 .◦100 E 51 .◦233 N RHCP 95 45 49.99 SDR php script
K.-H. Gansel Dingden GER 6 .◦617 E 51 .◦767 N T2FD 170 0 143.05 ICOM PCR 1000 php script
I. Sergey Molodechno BLR 26 .◦733 E 54 .◦267 N Yagi 5 el 270 0 — Car radio MetAn
J. Welkenhuyzen Lanaken BEL 5 .◦627 E 50 .◦893 N DIY HB9CV 75 30 49.99 SDR Speclab

ors during the outburst on 2013 September 9/10 with
quite a fine time resolution. We also tend to confirm
SPE behaviour detected that night by other kinds of
observations. As to visual observation, our (JK from
Kroměříž) attempt failed due to local fog at the ob-
serving site, thus we have no own information on SPE
activity in a visual magnitude range down to +6m.

Another relevant source of usable data arises from
radio forward-scatter observations. We present a di-
agram of overall meteor activity during 2013 Septem-
ber 9/10, as observed by six stations across the Eu-
rope (summary in Table 5). Due to differing instru-
mental configurations, each of the stations has an indi-
vidual level of meteor echo counts. We normalized these
counts and averaged them to uncover the daily profile
of meteor frequency in hourly steps. Figure 6 depicts
the averaged meteor hourly rates (solid black line) over
one day centered at 2013 September 9.90 UT. The data
starting to rise before September 9.85 (20h24m) UT and
then peaked at about September 9.93 (22h19m) UT,
which matches video results. Unfortunately, an aver-
aged trend after September 9.95 UT is rather uncertain
due to loss of the SMRST station echoes (line with deep-
est decline; transmitter failure). As the rates presented
are not corrected for an observability function, we can
only refer to common timing of distinguishable peaks in
individual curves. The peak on September 9.95 UT in
forward-scatter meteor echoes we account for contribu-
tion by enhanced SPE activity.

Coincidence of radio echoes detected by the SMRST
station with video counts of SPE video meteors (dark
line with a narrow peak) is not evident directly in Fig-
ure 7. Corrected hourly rates of meteors detected by
SMRST station are depicted by solid line. Vertical lines

Figure 6 – Forward-scatter observations: averaged hourly
rates of echoes on 2013 September 9/10, recorded from six
stations across the Europe. Line with deepest decline out-
lines SMRST station.

denote number of meteor echoes (Y-axis, right) lasting
over 10 s and are only indication of incoming SPE out-
burst. They are in agreement with video observations.
The gap in meteor counts after September 9.95 UT is
due to transmitter failure and loss of radio signal.

2.4 SPE 2013: meteor orbits and radi-
ants from EDMOND

Based on precise SPE meteor orbits collected in ED-
MOND, we tried to find out parameters, scale (range)
and scattering of SPE stream within a Solar system
space. A preview of SPE stream structure is shown in
Figure 11.

The video observations within CEMENt and SVMN
provided 241 orbits with sufficient quality according to
the Kornoš et al. (2014) quality criteria. After the
application of radiant (± 5◦) and geocentric velocity
(± 10%) selection method, 138 SPEs had been identi-
fied. As it is clear from Figure 10 (left), the distribu-
tion of geocentric velocity V g is not symmetric as one
can expect for very narrow meteor stream. A detailed
inspection of video records showed that the spread is
caused by uncertainty in velocity determination, mostly
due to a small number of measured points along the me-
teor trail (short angular length and duration of meteor
appearance).

To find the core of the stream, the first part of
the Welch method (Welch, 2001) with the Southworth-
HawkinsD criterion (Southworth & Hawkins, 1963) was
applied to the set of 138 SPEs. Using the Welch equa-

Figure 7 – Radio forward-scatter observation from SMRST
station: raw and corrected hourly rates of meteor echoes
on 2013 September 9/10. Included are counts of single-sta-
tion video SPE meteors (dark line with a narrow peak), for
comparison. Vertical lines denote number of meteor echoes
(Y-axis, right) lasting over 10 s.
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tion, the procedure creates a group of meteors around
each meteor orbit from the examined shower.

ρj =
N
∑

i=1

(

1−
D2
ij

D2
c

)

; Dij ≤ Dc . (1)

In the Equation (1), ρj is a j-th group density at a point
in orbital elements space, N = 138 is the number of all
SPE meteors, Dij is the value obtained for the i-th me-
teor in the SPE list by comparing its orbit with the or-
bit which initiates the j-group, and Dc is the threshold
value that determines the dynamical similarity among
meteor orbits. On the basis of the Equation (1), the
value of the density (ρ) is determined for each group
and its highest value defines the core of the stream.
Satisfying the limiting value Dc = 0.1, we have found
the core of SPE consisting of 74 meteors. They are pre-
sented in Table 3 together with the weighted mean orbit
of SPE and standard deviations of all parameters. The
comparison of all 138 SPEs (empty columns) with those
selected by Welch method (filled columns) is shown in
the histograms of the perihelion distance and eccentric-
ity (Figure 8), inclination and argument of perihelion
(Figure 9), and geocentric velocity (Figure 10, left), re-
spectively. In the diagram of the radiant position of
SPE meteors (Figure 10, right), the core of the stream
with higher precision in radiant position is highlighted
by black circles, among others (plus signs).

3 Results and discussion

All-sky, single-station video observations, along with ra-
dio forward scatter observations gave an activity profile
of the SPE during outburst on 2013 September 9/10
with high temporal resolution, and raw overall meteor
activity during the night, respectively. We detected dis-
tinct peaks, gap and sharp edges in the SPE frequency.
We can simply describe the SPE outburst in 2013 as a
double-peaked maximum, with three dominant fluctu-
ations (central gap and two edges) during observed in-
terval. Moreover these features are clearly confirmed by
both all-sky (Figure 3) and single-station video obser-
vations (Figure 4) with very close timing, one notable
difference is present. A central gap (in fact a decline
of meteor counts) is surrounded by two peaks. But
the tops of these peaks differ in level, perhaps depend-
ing on the manner of data retrieval. The first peak at
22h05m/22h07m UT (before the gap) is higher in all-sky
systems, while the second peak at 22h40m/22h38m UT
(after the gap) is dominant in histograms based on
single-station meteors gathered in EDMOND database.
We also identified the third smaller peak at 23h05m/
23h04m UT.

The detected gap as well as the sharp edges in SPE
meteor frequency during its outburst are real manifes-
tations of a fine structure of the SPE stream. They
could be assigned to two possible reasons: an impossi-
bility of detection of fainter meteors by the video sys-
tems used due to their limited instrumental sensitivity,
and/or a real absence of smaller particles and thus fluc-
tuations in the mass exponent within a core of the SPE

meteor stream. This could imply the filamentary struc-
ture of the stream caused by variation in the flux of
dust particles, or variations in population index within
the stream. An alternative to the existence of filaments
with various size of dust particles is a variable volume
density of particles inside the narrow core of the mete-
oroid stream. Data from visual observation could com-
plete our understanding of the fine structure of the SPE
meteor stream.

Mostly brighter meteors were recorded during the
SPE outburst in 2013. This could indicate a depletion
of smaller dust particles inside the SPE stream. So the
Earth crossed a rather older filament mostly occupied
by larger particles in the 2013 display. The filament
could originate long ago from a parent body, not yet
discovered, that would most probably be of the Hal-
ley/Thatcher comet type. As to the recurence of the
SPE outbursts, a question arose of the possibility of
connecting the events from 2008 and 2013 and making
predictions for future.
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λ⊙ RA DEC Vg q e ω Ω i DSH
[◦] [◦] [◦] [km/s] [AU] [◦] [◦] [◦]

167.169 47.7 +39.5 63.26 0.703 0.897 248.9 167.2 138.6 0.08
167.171 47.9 +39.0 64.13 0.710 0.939 246.9 167.2 139.9 0.03
167.172 47.5 +39.0 64.21 0.705 0.952 247.4 167.2 139.8 0.03
167.182 48.9 +39.4 64.25 0.730 0.931 244.5 167.2 140.1 0.04
167.183 46.6 +39.8 64.64 0.713 1.003 245.4 167.2 138.2 0.05
167.185 47.1 +39.0 64.02 0.699 0.948 248.2 167.2 139.3 0.04
167.187 46.6 +38.9 64.64 0.699 0.994 247.3 167.2 139.5 0.05
167.188 47.5 +39.5 65.30 0.728 1.027 243.0 167.2 139.4 0.09
167.188 47.5 +39.4 63.89 0.707 0.938 247.4 167.2 138.9 0.03
167.189 47.2 +39.2 64.13 0.703 0.955 247.6 167.2 139.2 0.03
167.189 47.5 +40.7 63.99 0.730 0.956 244.1 167.2 137.1 0.05
167.190 47.6 +39.3 63.88 0.707 0.933 247.6 167.2 139.2 0.04
167.191 47.4 +39.6 63.76 0.708 0.933 247.4 167.2 138.5 0.04
167.192 49.5 +40.1 63.74 0.741 0.895 243.8 167.2 139.2 0.07
167.192 47.6 +40.4 63.47 0.719 0.920 246.3 167.2 137.3 0.05
167.192 47.3 +39.4 65.34 0.725 1.030 243.4 167.2 139.6 0.09
167.193 46.5 +39.0 63.52 0.683 0.930 250.6 167.2 138.7 0.09
167.194 47.9 +39.6 64.93 0.730 0.997 243.3 167.2 139.4 0.06
167.195 46.3 +39.4 64.39 0.698 0.990 247.4 167.2 138.4 0.05
167.195 47.4 +39.3 64.60 0.713 0.981 245.7 167.2 139.4 0.03
167.195 46.5 +41.0 62.89 0.706 0.912 248.0 167.2 135.4 0.09
167.195 48.7 +39.3 64.31 0.728 0.937 244.8 167.2 140.2 0.03
167.195 47.2 +39.4 65.18 0.722 1.023 243.9 167.2 139.4 0.08
167.195 47.6 +39.5 63.01 0.698 0.884 249.8 167.2 138.4 0.10
167.195 47.2 +40.9 64.36 0.734 0.988 242.9 167.2 136.7 0.08
167.196 48.2 +39.5 65.30 0.737 1.014 242.2 167.2 139.9 0.09
167.196 47.9 +39.0 64.79 0.720 0.980 244.9 167.2 140.2 0.04
167.196 48.0 +39.0 64.59 0.717 0.966 245.6 167.2 140.3 0.02
167.197 49.5 +38.9 64.59 0.737 0.935 243.6 167.2 141.4 0.06
167.198 47.7 +40.6 64.86 0.742 1.009 241.6 167.2 137.7 0.10
167.198 47.7 +39.6 65.15 0.730 1.014 243.1 167.2 139.4 0.08
167.198 46.9 +39.4 63.97 0.702 0.954 247.7 167.2 138.5 0.04
167.199 47.6 +39.3 64.09 0.710 0.945 246.9 167.2 139.3 0.02
167.201 46.9 +39.7 64.49 0.713 0.988 245.6 167.2 138.4 0.04
167.201 48.8 +39.4 64.92 0.739 0.975 242.5 167.2 140.3 0.07
167.201 48.1 +39.2 63.25 0.702 0.886 249.2 167.2 139.3 0.09

λ⊙ RA DEC Vg q e ω Ω i DSH
[◦] [◦] [◦] [km/s] [AU] [◦] [◦] [◦]

167.202 47.6 +39.8 64.43 0.721 0.972 244.9 167.2 138.7 0.03
167.202 47.8 +39.5 63.13 0.701 0.889 249.3 167.2 138.6 0.09
167.203 47.1 +39.4 63.24 0.692 0.906 250.0 167.2 138.4 0.09
167.204 47.4 +39.4 65.22 0.724 1.022 243.6 167.2 139.5 0.08
167.206 47.4 +39.9 62.87 0.699 0.884 249.6 167.2 137.6 0.10
167.206 47.0 +39.1 64.17 0.701 0.960 247.7 167.2 139.2 0.03
167.206 48.7 +38.8 64.03 0.716 0.916 246.8 167.2 140.8 0.05
167.208 47.0 +39.6 64.09 0.707 0.962 246.9 167.2 138.3 0.03
167.208 48.0 +39.3 64.09 0.716 0.938 246.3 167.2 139.5 0.02
167.208 48.4 +39.2 65.05 0.731 0.989 243.3 167.2 140.5 0.06
167.208 48.2 +39.2 64.01 0.715 0.928 246.6 167.2 139.9 0.03
167.210 47.8 +39.4 63.39 0.704 0.901 248.6 167.2 138.9 0.07
167.210 47.7 +39.4 64.26 0.716 0.955 245.9 167.2 139.3 0.00
167.211 47.2 +38.7 65.51 0.715 1.036 244.5 167.2 140.6 0.09
167.211 47.3 +39.7 64.48 0.717 0.979 245.3 167.2 138.7 0.03
167.211 47.6 +38.3 64.94 0.707 0.988 246.4 167.2 141.2 0.05
167.212 47.5 +39.3 63.52 0.701 0.914 248.7 167.2 138.9 0.06
167.214 47.0 +39.3 63.83 0.697 0.943 248.5 167.2 138.8 0.05
167.214 45.9 +40.1 64.12 0.702 0.990 247.0 167.2 136.8 0.06
167.216 47.8 +39.6 65.23 0.731 1.018 242.8 167.2 139.5 0.08
167.216 48.3 +39.4 64.88 0.731 0.984 247.9 167.2 138.5 0.04
167.217 47.8 +39.3 64.29 0.715 0.956 246.0 167.2 139.4 0.00
167.218 47.3 +40.3 64.63 0.728 0.997 243.6 167.2 137.8 0.06
167.218 48.1 +40.1 64.06 0.728 0.943 244.6 167.2 138.4 0.03
167.224 47.4 +37.5 64.73 0.688 0.972 249.1 167.2 142.2 0.08
167.228 46.8 +38.9 64.99 0.706 1.013 246.1 167.2 139.8 0.06
167.229 47.9 +39.5 63.71 0.710 0.919 247.4 167.2 139.0 0.04
167.230 48.1 +38.7 65.09 0.721 0.993 244.6 167.2 141.0 0.05
167.231 47.3 +39.1 63.44 0.693 0.912 249.7 167.2 139.0 0.08
167.233 47.4 +40.2 64.27 0.723 0.972 244.7 167.2 137.9 0.04
167.235 50.5 +39.8 63.93 0.752 0.884 242.6 167.2 140.4 0.10
167.236 48.2 +39.0 65.13 0.727 0.998 243.7 167.2 140.5 0.06
167.238 46.2 +40.7 63.35 0.703 0.944 247.8 167.2 135.8 0.07
167.244 46.0 +39.4 64.65 0.699 1.014 246.9 167.2 138.2 0.07
167.267 47.2 +39.3 64.02 0.703 0.952 247.6 167.3 138.8 0.03
167.271 48.8 +39.4 65.20 0.740 0.995 242.0 167.3 140.4 0.08
167.284 47.0 +39.4 63.79 0.699 0.943 248.3 167.3 138.4 0.05
167.206 47.6 +39.4 64.27 0.714 0.959 246.1 167.2 139.1 0.04

0.02 0.7 0.5 0.52 0.012 0.032 1.8 0.0 1.1 0.02
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Figure 8 – Histogram of SPE meteors perihelion distances (left) and eccentricities (right). Empty columns depict all SPE
orbits, whereas filled ones depict the SPE core.
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Figure 9 – Histogram of SPE meteors inclination (left) and argument of perihelion (right). Empty columns depict all SPE
orbits, whereas filled ones depict the SPE core.
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Figure 10 – Histogram of SPE meteors geocentric velocities (left) and diagram of SPE radiants (right). Empty columns
depict all SPEs, whereas filled ones depict the SPE core. The core of the stream with higher precision in radiant position
is highlighted by black circles, among others (plus signs).
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Figure 11 – Orientation and form of the SPE meteor stream – orbits in 2013.

Table 4 – A comparison of the SPE orbits: from IAU MDC, orbit from EDMOND for 2001–2012, averaged orbit from
EDMOND for 2007–2012, and mean orbit for outburst 2013 (Year/Source, RA, DEC – radiant position, Vg – geocentric
velocity, q – perihelion distance, e – eccentricity, ω – argument of perihelia, Ω – ascending node, i – inclination, a –
semimajor axis).

Method RA DEC Vg q e ω Ω i a DSH
[◦] [◦] [km/s] [AU] [◦] [◦] [◦] [AU]

IAU MDC 50.2 +39.4 64.5 0.742 — 241.9 171.3 138.9 31.1 —
2001–2012 47.2 +39.5 63.8 0.709 0.931 247.3 166.9 138.7 10.3 0.03

SD 2.2 0.6 0.42 0.016 0.034 2.2 1.9 0.9 — 0.01
2007–2012 47.9 +39.3 63.5 0.707 0.919 247.9 166.9 139.0 8.8 —

SD 5.5 1.7 2.52 0.090 0.134 13.5 0.1 3.9 — —
SPE 2013 47.6 +39.4 64.3 0.714 0.959 246.1 167.2 139.1 17.4 0.04

SD 0.7 0.5 0.52 0.012 0.032 1.8 0.0 1.1 — 0.02
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Table 5 – Summary of available sources on SPE and incidental meteor showers: solar longitude λ⊙ (in degrees), radiant
coordinates (right ascension, declination, in degrees) and geocentric velocity Vg in km/s).

Source λ⊙ RA DEC Vg
W. F. Denning (1882) — 61.5 +36.2 —
C. Hoffmeister (1948) — 53 +41 —
I. S. Astapovič & A. K. Terentjeva (1968) — 54.8 +36.2 —
J. D. Drummond (1982, Delta Aurigids) — 83.5 +50.4 64.9
A. K. Terentjeva (1989) — 54.8 +36.2 67.1
J. Rendtel (1993) — 51.5 +39.5 65.6
V. Porubčan & M. Gavajdová (1994) — 47.2 +38.9 65.4
M. Gavajdová (1994, ≤ −9m) — 47.2 +39.5 64.9
P. G. Welch (2001) 165.6 48.3 +39.1 —
Š. Gajdoš & V. Porubčan (2005) — 47.4 +39.0 65.6
Š. Gajdoš (2005) — 51.0 +38.8 65.7
P. Jenniskens (2006) 170.0 50.2 +39.4 64.5
SonotaCo (2009) 167.1 47.3 +39.3 63.9
J. Rendtel & R. Arlt (2008), IMO Handbook 166.7 60 +47 64
B. Cooke (2008) 166.9 49.5 +43.0 —
C. Hergenrother (2008) 166.9 49 +39 —
Š. Gajdoš, J. Tóth, L. Kornoš (2008) 166.6 47.4 +39.7 —
Š. Gajdoš & J. Tóth (2013), for AGO 167.2 47.5 +39.4 —
Š. Gajdoš & J. Tóth (2013), for ARBO 167.2 47.3 +39.6 —

This work 167.2 47.6 +39.4 64.3


